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Tossups 

1. This battle began on Feb. 21st, 1916 when the Germans under Crown Prince Frederick William launched a 
mammoth assault on an awkward protrusion in the French line. Outlying forts fell quickly, but the French under 
Petain held their position. By December of 1916, both sides had lost over 325,000 men. FTP, name this longest 
battle of WWI. 

Verdun - -

2.This name is shared by a number of British nobles, including an art-collecting Earl of Arundel and the family 
which provided two wives to Henry VIII, even though only one of the brides bore the family name. It also 
names a historically Black university in Washington D.C. Less historically, it names a recent Super Bowl MVP. 
FTP, give this named shared with a famous cinema duck. 

Howard 

3. Roaming the high plateaus of the Andes, the exceptionally soft fleece of these animals was once reserved for 
the royal robes of the Incas. Measuring only 30 inches high with a long slender neck and pale, fawn coloring, 
they have been hunted to near extinction. FTP, name this smallest member of the camel family. 

Vicuna - -

4. This writer was the first Black streetcar conductress in San Francisco. In the 1950's, she toured Europe and 
Africa in _Porgy and Bess_and acted in Genet' s _The Blacks _. A civil rights activist, she spent several years in 
Ghana as editor of "African Review". In 1993, her "On the Pulse of Morning" was read at Clinton's 
inauguration. FTP, name this author of _I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings_. 
Maya _ Angelou_ 

5. Former French Cultural Attache in the U.S., he was actually a scientist who carried out field research in Brazil 
in the 1930's. His anthropological works include _Toternism_ and _From Honey to Ashes_.His influential 
anthropological theory is that history is shaped into a fragmented structure much like that of pre-literate 
mythology. FTP, name this founder of Structural Anthropology, and author of _The Raw and the Cooked_. 
Claude Levi-Strauss - -

6. Visited by Magellan in 1521, it belonged to Spain until it was taken by the U.S. in the Spanish American War. 
A strategic foothold in the Pacific, it houses a large naval base at Apra Harbor. FTP, name this largest, 
Southernmost, and most populous of the Mariana Islands. 

Guam - -

7. Who is the man that would risk his neck for his brother man? Who's the cat that won't cop out when there's 
danger all about? FTP, name the "Black Private Dick that's a sex machine to all the chicks", portrayed on film 
by Richard Roundtree. 
John Shaft - -
accept The Theme to _Shaft_" by Isaac Hayes 

8. After the death of Sitting Bull, Big Foot led a group of Sioux into the badlands where they were captured. 
After being led to a creek, the Indians were to be disarmed, but a single shot rang out, and the U.S. troops opened 
fire, killing 200 men, women, and children in minutes. FTP, name this last major confrontation of the Indian 
Wars. 

Wounded Knee - -

9. Nelson Mandela, now 79, intends to retire as president of South Africa in 1999. While there have not been 
any elections for that office, his successor as the head of the African National Congress has already been selected. 



FrP, who is this likely contender as President of South Africa? 

Thabo MBEKI 

10. A faint red dwarf star of apparent magnitude 9.5, it is an M5pectral class star. Perturbations in its orbit tell 
us that it has at least one unseen companion. Located in the constellation of Ophichus, it has the largest observed 
proper motion of any star. FrP, name this second closest star to Earth. 

Barnard's Star - -

11. Dedicated in 1932, it is located just east of the Library of Congress, and is administered by the trustees of 
Amherst College. With over 250,000 volumes, primarily of 16th and 17th century literature, drama, and history 
of the English renaissance, it is one of the premier libraries in the world. FrP, name this library best known for 
its Shakespeare collection. 
_Folger_Shakespeare Library 

12. There are at least three women with this name in ancient mythology. One was a sea nymph daughter of 
Oceanus and Tethys. Another was the lost Pleiad and founder of the House of Troy. The third was the vengeful 
daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra. FrP, name this sister of Orestes. 

Electra 

13. This strange opera chronicles the three bizarre romances of the title character. In the first, he unknowingly 
falls in love with a mechanical doll named Olympia. His second love Antonia sings herself to death. His third 
love Guilietta steals his shadow for the wizard Dapertuto. Not surprisingly, the title character ends the opera in a 
drunken haze. FrP, name this opera, the best known work of Jacques Offenbach. 
Tales of Hoffman - -

14. Born around 1893, by the 1920's he was a tribal association secretary in his homeland. Later, while in 
England, he co-founded the Pan-African Federation with Kwame Nkrumah. Years after that, the British sent him 
into exile for his part in the Mau Mau Rebellion. FrP, name this first President of Kenya. 
Jomo _ Kenyatta_ 

15. Without this thing, international travel would create a number of paradoxes. One of these is that of two 
people traveling in opposite directions along the equator, and meeting at the opposite side of the earth. One 
traveler would set his clock ahead one hour for each 15 degrees of longitude, while the other would set theirs back 
an hour for each 15 degrees. When they met, their clocks would differ by 24 hours. FrP, what artificial 
construct which swerves around Siberia and the Aleutian islands prevents this from happening? 
the International Date Line 

16. This process allows the creation of chlorine from salt, hydrogen from water, and heavy water from water. it 
is used in the plating of printing plates, silverware, and chrome auto trim. FrP, name this process in which a 
conducting solution or molten salt is decomposed by an electrical current. 
_electrolysis _ 

17. During the Middle Ages, this term denoted interpolations made in the church liturgy by the clergy. It later 
came to mean comic scenes inserted into church plays. One of the earliest English works of this genre is 1566's 
_Ralph Roister Doister _. During the 19th century, the bedroom variety, such as those by Faydeau were very 
popular. FrP, name this comedic style more currently associated with the Marx Brothers and Monty Python. 

farce 

18. One of the supreme colorists of any era, this Dutchman was an incredibly slow worker, producing at most 
two paintings a year. Only 35 paintings can be defmitely attributed to him, leaving art historians guessing as to 
how this painter of "The Milkmaid" supported a family of eleven children. FrP, name this painter of "View of 
Delft" . 



Jan _ Vermeer _ (accept Johannes _ Vermeer _) 

19. This piece of hardware was first was won by Frank 1'!ighbor. Eddie Shore won three of them while playing in 
Boston, while Gordie Howe won six of them from 1952 to 1963. However, it's very unlikely that anyone will 
ever walk away with eight of them consecutively as Wayne Gretsky did. FrP, what is this trophy given annually 
to the NHL player "adjudged the most valuable to his team"? 

20. Despite everything else which is going on, it is presently engaged in one of the most massive public works 
projects ever, as two world-class bridges and two submerged crossings of Victoria Harbor are being constructed. 
The centerpiece is what will soon be the world's largest airport on Chek Lap Kok in, FrP, what Asian nation? 
_Hong Kong_ 

21. It was an 18 month period from July 1957 to December 1958, during a period of maximum sunspot activity. 
During its run, U.S. launched satellites discovered the Van Allen Belts. FrP, name this period during which 
scientists from 67 nations cooperated to study the solar-terrestrial environment. 

_International Geophysical Year_ 

22. A supporter of King Haakon IV's plan to annex Iceland to Norway, he was killed for political reasons by his 
son-in-Iaw's henchmen. An author of many mythological works, his _Heimskringla_ recounts the history of 
Norway up to 1177. FrP, name this author if the Norse mythology compendium _The Prose Edda _. 

Snorri Sturlusson - -

23. It's not the movie seven, but it does have seven visions, a seven headed harlot, seven trumpets, seven 
churches, and a seven-headed dragon. FrP, name this Biblical book which includes the opening of the seven 
seals. 

_Revelations _ (accept _Revelation_) 

24. The Met's 1996 staging of this opera was plagued by tragedy. On opening night, tenor Richard Versalle 
dropped dead of heart failure, while the second performance was snowed out. Based on a play by Karel Capek, it 
revolves around a 337 year old opera diva who discovered a formula for eternal life. FrP, name this opera by 
Leos Janacek. 

The _ Makropolous Affair _ (accept _ Makropolous Case_) 

25. The name's the same. Edwin was one of the early stars of the American theatre, famous for his 100 night 
run of _Harnlet_. William was the founder, arid first general of the Salvation Army. FrP, give the last name of 
these people, shared with Edwin's brother, notorious assassin John Wilkes. 

Booth - -

26. In mythology, this object was the sacred item in the temple of Athena at Troy which was stolen by Odysseus 
and Diomed. In science, it is a silver-white metal in group VIII of the periodic table used in the purification of 
hydrogen gas and the jewelry industry. FrP, give the shared name of this mythological object, also known as 
element number 46. 

Palladium 

27. This group is first mentioned in the 1614 work "Fama Fraternitatis" which details the travels of a man named 



Christian Rosenkreuz. Claiming to have existed since Egyptian times, their secret learning deals with occult 
symbols such as the pyramid and the swastika, as well as secret Cabalistic and Hermetic writings. FrP, name 
this group whose main symbols are the rose and the cross; 

the Rosicrucians - -

28. This artist has been called many colorful names by friend and foe alike. Some of the best include "The 
Walking Scrotum", "That Nietzschean Monster from Malaga", and "The Charging Bull of Modem Art." . Perhaps 
the bull is the most appropriate representation, since bulls are one of the mythological subjects that appear over 
and over again in his many works. Picky art historians claim that he had over 100 separate styles, including the 
famous rose and blue periods. FrP, name this artist of such monumental works as "Guernica", "Three 
Musicians" and "Les Desmoiselles d' Avignon". 

Pablo Picasso 

================================================ 

BONUSES 

1. Only 3 players in NCAA division one history have ever led the nation in both scoring and rebounding in the 
same year. FrP each, name these players, one each from Wichita State, Loyola-Marymount, and TeU. 

Xavier _ McDaniel_ ' Hank _Gathers_and Kurt _Thomas_ 

2. Identify the following architectural things for the stated number of points. 
5) What architectural structure's parts include imposts, springers, voissoirs, and piers? 

arch es 
10) What's the member of an entablature between the cornice and the architrave? This term is also loosely used 
for any decorative horizontal band. 

frieze - -
15)What is the architectural device which allows a circular dome over a square room, a prime example of which 
is in the Hagia Sophia. 
yendentive _ 

3. Answer these questions about the Rh factor for 5/each and 5 for all correct. 
a) For 5/each what two people discovered the Rh factor? 
Karl Landsteiner and A.S. Weiner - - - -
b) What does Rh stand for? 

rhesus - -
c) Within two, in what year was the Rh factor discovered? 
Accept from 1938-1942 (1940) 
d)Landsteiner also won a 1930 Nobel prize for his work on what? 
_blood typing_ or _blood groupings_ 

4. For the stated number of points give the colonial names of these wars. 
5) Seven Years War 

French and Indian War -
10) War of the Austrian Succession 
_King George's War_ 
15) War of the League of Augsburg 
_King William's War_ 

5. With the advent of mega mergers, even well known companies are owned by even larger parent companies. 



for 5/each and 5/bonus for all correct, identify the companies' that own: 
a) Columbia Pictures, Epic Records, and Tri-Star Pictures 
_Sony_ 
b) ESPN2, ABC television, and Touchstone 
_DisneL 
c) Nickelodeon, Simon and Schuster, and Paramount Pictures 
Viacom - -

d) Universal Pictures, Wonder Books, and MCA 
_Seagram_Company or _ Seagrams_ 
e) BMG, Bantam Books, and Family Circle Magazine 

Bertelsmann AG - -

6. Name this river on a 30/20110 basis. 
30) It was the eastern limit of Charlemagne's conquests. 
20) This river also marks the furthest advance of Roman troops into Germany. 
10) In 1945, it became part of the border between East and West Germany. 
the Elbe 

7. identify the author on a 30/20/10 basis. 
30) His first novel was the 1946 work _Williwaw _, while his_The City and the Pillar_was one of the first 
mainstream novels to openly and honestly deal with homosexuality. 
20) His controversial essays have been collected in _Reflections on a Sinking Ship _, while historical fiction fans 
will recognize his _Burr_ and _Live From Golgotha_. 
10) One of his best known works is _Myra Breckenridge_. 
Gore Vidal 

8. In May 1997, a group of jungle revolutionaries, backed by Rwanda, Uganda and Angola, toppled the 
government of the third largest nation in Africa. ' 
A. For 5 points, name that nation. 

Zaire - -
B. For 10 points, name the strongman who ruled and plundered Zaire for the last thirty years. 
Mobuto Sese Seko 
C. For 15 points, name the leader of the rebels. 
Laurent Kabila 

- -

9. Identify the book of the bible 30/20/10 
30) In it Nebudchadnezzar goes mad and starts eating grass. 
20) Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego are thrown into the fiery furnace. 
10) It includes the "handwriting on the wall" 
Daniel 

10. Poor Shakespeare, people keep ripping off his plays to write other works. 
a) What play was the Akira Kurosawa movie "Throne of Blood" based upon? 

MacBeth -
b)What composer wrote "Lady MacBeth of the Mtensk District"? 
Dmitri Shostakovich - -
c) Finally, who wrote the 1847 opera "MacBeth"? 
Guiseppi _ Verdi_ 

Identify these FTPE. 

11. Light has always been something of a problem in physics. For the stated number of points, answer these 
questions about it. 
5) What is the name of the undetectable substance scientists theorized to exist because it was believed that light 
needed a medium to propagate through? 



the luminiferous ether 
5) What 1887 experiment is generally regarded to have disproved the existence of the ether? 
the _ Michelson-Morely _ experiment , 
10) What Irishman proposed the theory of an ether wind which he claimed contracted the apparatus of the 
Michelson-Morely experiment, thus giving the ether a brief reprise? 
George Francis _Fitzgerald_ 
10) What Dutch physicist expressed the idea of Fitzgerald's contraction in rigorous mathematical terms, a 
development which later proved to be quite useful in the study of relativity? 
Hendrik Lorentz - -

12. Answer which of the following events in the new world happened first in each of these trios, for the stated 
number of points. 
5) _ Vespucci reaches the mouth of the Amazon_, Jamaica is founded, Bogota is founded 
5) Pizarro invades Peru, _Cortes enters Tenochtitlan _, the Grand Canyon is discovered 
10) De Leon discovers Florida, _Bermudez discovers Bermuda _, De Soto discovers the Mississippi 
10) Coronado explores what is now Texas, Lima is founded, _Balboa Crosses the Isthmus of Panama_ 

13. FTP each answer the following related questions. 
a) What is the name of the area in the left frontal lobe of the brain which controls articulate speech? 

Broca's Area or the Convolution of Broca - - - -
b) Who wrote the book _Broca's Brain_ 
c) Finally, where was "Broca's Area" -that is to say, in what city was he a professor of medicine? 

Paris 

14. Identify these styles of Japanese drama for the stated number of points. 
5) Developed in the 16th and 17th centuries, it features all-male casts, and is usually staged with a walkway which 
extends from the front of the stage through the audience. The best known work of the genre is the action packed 
"The Treasury of Loyal Servants". 
Kabuki -

10) Developed in the 14th century, it has very small casts, short running times, and almost no plot. They move 
extremely slowly, with only 200-300 lines of dialogue in an entire hour-long play. 

Noh Drama -
15) Developed at the same time as the Noh, these were short farces, usually placed between Noh plays as comic 
relief. 
the _Kyogen_ 

15. For the stated number of points, identify the literary works that were these basis for these flicks. 
5) Jackie Brown 

Rum Punch - -
10) The Man Who Knew Too Little 
Follow That Man - -

15) Dr. Strangelove 
Red Alert 

16. Identify these works of art by similarly named artists for 5/each. 
a) The Public Gardens in Arles 
Vincent _Van Gogh_ 
b) The series of etched portraits commonly called the Iconography 
Anthony _Van Dyck_ 
c)The Man with the Red Turban 
Jan van _Eyck_ 
d) The Night Cafe 
Vincent _Van Gogh_ 



e) The Montforte Altarpiece 
Hugo van der _Goes_ 
f)Giovanni Arnolfmi and his Bride 
Vincent _Van Gogh_ 

17. (VISUAL BONUS) Identify the electrical components on the handout from their symbols for 5/each. 
a) _antenna_ 
b) an electrical _ground_ 
c) _inductor_ 
d) _full wave rectifier_ (prompt on rectifier) 
e) Jesistor_ or _resistance_ 
f) _capacitor_ (condensor), fixed 

18. The 1996 election for Teamsters president is still bogged down in disputes, both in the courts and the FEC, 
on charges of unfair campaign practices. For 10 points for one, 25 points for both, name the candidates in this 
much-disputed election, which had to be repeated at a cost of over seven million dollars. 
(Jim _Hoffa _, Ron _Carey_) 

19. Identify the author on a 30/20110 basis. 
30) Legend has it that this delicate German died of blood poisoning contracted from the prick of a roses thorn. 
20) he published his only book _The Notebooks of Malte LauridsBrigge_ in 1910, although he began his _Poems 
From the Book of Hours before that. 
10) He wrote the _ Duino Elegies_ 
Rainer Maria Rilke - -

20. In Biblical times, the Assyrians were always hassling folks, especially the Jews. FTP each identify the 
following Assyrian kings. 
a) Founder of the last great Assy rian dynasty, he completed the siege of Samaria, destroying the northern 
Israelite kingdom. His name also graces a computer chess game, and a classic Star Trek character. 
_Sargon_ 
b) Sargon's son, he besieged Jerusalem, and captured and destroyed Babylon. 

Sennacherib or Senherib 
- -
c) Possibly the Asnapper mentioned in the book of Ezra, he was the last great king of Assyria. The 22,000 clay 
tablets found in his royal library at Nineveh are the primary source of our knowledge of Mesopotamia. 
_ Assurbanipal_ or _ Ashurbanipal_ 

21. Identify the following noble attempts at communal living FTP each. 
a) This communistic colony which began in Indiana boasted the U.S. 's first kindergarten, free public school, and 
free library. 
_New Harmony_ 
b) This Massachusetts commune sported such members as Hawthorne, Emerson, Greeley, and Charles A. Dana. 

Brook Farm - -
c) Led by Christian Metz, this society was well known for their blankets and woolen mills, _not_ their 
refrigerators and appliances. 
_Amana_Colony 

22. Identify the author on a 30/20110 basis. 
30) While this author's ashes are buried in Westminster Abbey, his heart was removed before cremation, and at 
least partially eaten by a cat before its burial near his home. 
20) His volumes of poetry include _Wessex Poems _, _Satires of Circumstance _, and _Winter Words _. 
10) His novels include _The Mayor of Casterbridge_ and _Jude the Obscure_. 
Thomas _Hardy_ 



23. Answer these questions about bacteriology FrP each. 
a) Name the man who shared the 1908 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine with Metchnikoff, a man best 
known for his discoveries in the treatment of syphilis. 
Paul Ehrlich - -
b) Because Ehrlich's syphilis cures had the amazing property of destroying infected tissue while leaving healthy 
tissue alone, a two-word phrase was coined to describe them. Name this phrase now applied to any such 
treatment. 
_magic bullet_ 
c) Finally, who played Paul Ehrlich in the 1940 movie "Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet". 
Edward G. Robinson - -

24. Identify the composer on a 30/20/10 basis. 
30) His many song cycles and choral works include "A Boy Was Born" and "A Ceremony of Carols" . 
20) His Operas include "The Rape of Lucretia" and"Death in Venice". 
10) His 1962 "War Requiem" was sung at the dedication of the reconstructed Coventry Cathedral. 
Benjamin _Britten_ 

25. Answer the following about the British Museum for the stated number of points. 
5) Within 10 years, when was the Act of Parliament that established the museum? 
accept 1743-1763 (1753) 
5) In 1816, the museum acquired a number of Greek items. Included was a large piece of decorative stonework 
allegedly by what famous sculptor? 
Phidias 
10) In that same year, the museum also acquired a column from what famous Greek building? 
the erechtheum - -
10) The museum also houses the objects found in a 1938-39 excavation of a Saxon ship near Woodbridge, East 
Suffolk, England. By what name are these objects known? 
the Sutton Hoo treasures 

- -
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